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Important Notices
The COINS issued by Global Investa Capital pte. ltd. are not securities or units in
a collective investment scheme or business trust, each as defined under
Singapore’s Securities and Futures Act (Cap. 289) (“SFA”). Accordingly, the SFA
does not apply to the offer and sale of coins. For the avoidance of doubt, this
initial offering of need not be accompanied by any prospectus or profile
statement and no prospectus or profile statement needs to be lodged with the
Monetary Authority of Singapore (“MAS”).
This White Paper does not constitute, and is not intended to be, an offer of, or an
invitation to purchase, securities or any other financial or investment instrument
in any jurisdiction. This White Paper also does not constitute an offer of, or an
invitation to purchase, coins in any jurisdiction in which such offer or sale would be
unlawful. No regulatory authority in Singapore, including the MAS, has reviewed, or
approved or disapproved of, COINS or this White Paper. This White Paper and any
part hereof may not be distributed or otherwise disseminated in any
jurisdiction where offering coins in the manner set out this White Paper is
regulated or prohibited.
The information in this White Paper is current only as of the date on the cover
hereof. For any time after the cover date of this White Paper, the information
herein (including information concerning Global Investa Capital pte. ltd.’s
business operations and financial condition) may have changed. Neither the
delivery of this White Paper nor any sale made in the related initial coin offering
shall, under any circumstances, constitute a representation that no such changes
have occurred. Global Investa Capital pte. ltd. does not make or purport to make,
and hereby disclaims all responsibility and liability for, any representation, warranty,
undertaking, or other assurance in any form whatsoever to any person, including
any representations, warranties, undertakings, or other assurances in relation to
the truth, accuracy, or completeness of any part of the information in this White
Paper.
Whether taken as a whole or read in part, this White Paper is not, and should not
be regarded as, any form of legal, financial, tax, or other professional advice.
GLOBAL INVESTA CAPITAL PTE. LTD. does not represent that this White Paper
discloses all risks and other significant aspects associated with Coins, and
/or GLOBAL INVESTA CAPITAL PTE. LTD. You should seek independent
professional advice before making your own decision as to whether or not to
purchase any COINS. You are responsible for any and all evaluations,
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assessments, and decisions you make in relation to purchasing COINS. You may
request for additional information from GLOBAL INVESTA CAPITAL PTE. LTD. in
relation to this offer of COINS. Global Investa Capital pte. ltd. may, but is not obliged
to, disclose such information depending on whether (i) it is legal to do so and (ii) the
requested information is reasonably necessary to verify the information
contained in this White Paper.
Upon purchasing any COINS, you will be deemed to have reviewed this White
Paper (and any information you may have requested and obtained from Global
Investa Capital pte. ltd.) in full and to have agreed to the terms of this offering of
COINS, including to the fact that this offering does not fall within the scope of
any securities laws in Singapore and is not regulated by the MAS. You further
acknowledge and agree that the COINS are not securities and are not meant to
generate any form of investment return. Persons considering investing in COINS
are responsible for conducting their own due diligence on Global Investa Capital
pte. ltd. and the COINS, and should ensure that they understand and are able to
bear the risks of purchasing COINS.
The Platform, COINS, and any related services provided by Global Investa Capital
pte. ltd. are provided on an “as is” and “as available” basis. Global Investa Capital
pte. ltd. does not grant any warranties or make any representation, express or
implied or otherwise, as to the accessibility, quality, suitability, accuracy,
adequacy, or completeness of the Platform, COINS, or any related services
provided by Global Investa Capital pte. ltd., and expressly disclaims any liability
for errors, delays, or omissions in, or for any action taken in reliance on, the
Platform, COINS, and any related services provided by Global Investa Capital pte.
ltd. No warranty, including the warranties of non-infringement of third party
rights, title, merchantability, satisfactory quality, or fitness for a particular purpose,
is given in conjunction with the Platform, COINS, and any related services
provided by Global Investa Capital pte. ltd.
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Executive Summary

Foreign exchange trading witnessed explosive growth starting in the mid-to-late
90s with the spreading of internet usage and electronic trading platforms. Today
the market is the largest it has ever been, with an average daily volume of more than
$5 trillion in 2016. Nevertheless, the retail segment still only represents 5.5% of this
volume, with many challenges slowing down its expansion.

Retail traders today benefit, exactly like institutional traders, from the advantage
of margin trading. This is however often an expensive advantage, with many
layers of additional fees and commissions levied. In some instances, forex
brokerages have abused margin accounts at the expense of retail account holders,
resulting in costly frauds. Financial regulators across the world have attempted to
limit these practices with many legal restrictions and burdensome compliance
requirements. This has contributed to hampering the growth of the retail trading
sector.
While mobile technology, user-friendly trading platforms, and social trading have
all made it easier to trade for private individuals, these improvements have been
very gradual. The advent of Blockchain technology, however, could bring
revolutionary change to the sector. Its many fundamental characteristics,
including immutable transaction records and transparency represent the
optimal solution for the needs of the forex industry.
Global Investa Capital (GIC) is harnessing this innovation by creating a
Blockchain-based trading platform featuring minimal trading costs, complete
transparency of transactions, and the safest possible environment for customer
funds. GIC is also bringing about a game- changer to the trading world by
democratising access to the market maker function, allowing any trader or
brokerage to provide liquidity for trades with no setup costs or ongoing fees.
With its platform, GIC aims to become the pioneer of Blockchain-based trading
innovation and uniquely position itself to reap the rewards of this revolution.
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1.

Challenges with the current FX
Trading Environment
1.1 A Trader’s Perspective
Regardless of the market - stock, forex, or commodity - brokers are needed to execute
transactions on behalf of clients. They can also provide a wide range of additional
services, ranging from trading advice to educational material for trading. In short,
brokers are what connects traders to markets. However the brokerage landscape is
today littered with many problems.
1.1.1 Illegal Practices and Conflicts of Interest
With the rise in popularity of forex and CFD trading over the past decade, there has
been an influx of thousands of new brokers to the market. These range from
established, professional institutions, to outright illegal operators aiming to defraud
clients of their funds.
With this risk always present, prospective traders need to be able to determine which
brokers are legitimate and which are not. This is often a difficult task, as often even
illegal operators present themselves through very professional- looking websites.
Online reputation and user reviews can be of help, however remain an imprecise
gauge of quality. Illegitimate operators may manipulate reviews and user comments,
creating a false aura of credibility which may fool many traders.
In addition, in the era of the Dodd Frank Act and Volcker Rule, financial institutions are
prohibited from using their own accounts for short-term proprietary trading of financial
securities. This is based on the premise that speculative trading by dealing-desk
brokers could cause conflicts of interest with the trading activity of customers.
However, other conflicts of interests are still present. For example, introducing brokers
who often refer their friends and family to the broker ages are paid introducing
commissions, might no t act in the best interests of their customers.
1.1.2 High Transaction Costs
At present, most brokerages have high operating costs as they have to cover front
sales office, compliance and back office expenses.
These expenses have ballooned in recent years as the complexity of
operations and compliance needs has significantly increased, especially with the
introduction of new financial regulation. The result is that brokerages have
passed on most of these expenses to the end customer, in the form of additional
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fees, commissions and taxes.
Although broker fees constitute an inevitable expense for a trader, the
magnitude and frequency of fees can have a major impact on their chance of trading
success. In the gaming industry, for example, the house edge of as little as 1-2% results
in predictable long-term advantage and profitability. The same concept is applicable to
forex trading, where successful traders only generate a small edge to remain
profitable.
For example, a trader who is able to maintain a 51/ 49 standard ratio of
profitable trades to losing trades, with equal payouts, has an expected value of $20
per trade:
EV = (probability of gain x payout) + (probability of loss x payout) = (51/100 x
$1,000) + (49/100 x -$1,000) = $20
However, when adding even a very low trading fee of $20 per trade, the expected value
immediately becomes net neutral, and any additional swap charges immediately
erode this gain.
This means that even low transaction fees can greatly reduce the profitability of traders
and increase the chances of trading failure. With the rise of introducers and “white
labelled brokerages”, trades are now passed from one brokerage to another
brokerage before being consolidated. These practices add even more commission
fees, reducing trader profits and therefore chance of success.

1.2 A Broker’s Perspective
Brokers are also facing a more challenging, expensive operating environment due to
stricter rules aimed at preventing another global finance crisis (GFC).
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1.2.1 Tighter Regulatory Requirements
Regulators in their efforts to improve forex trading industry have passed many new
laws to protect private investors. This includes higher capital and liquidity
requirements as well as operational compliance and consumer protection. The
results have been that compliance costs have skyrocketed, allowing only the larger
institutions to compete effectively, edging out smaller brokerages.
1.2.2 Higher Capital Costs
New regulations such as the Basel III capital requirements have made capital more
expensive to prevent ‘GFC’ over-leveraging. The result has been less capital and
less liquidity, hampering broker operations.
1.2.3 Higher Operational Costs
New regulations including FATCHA, Mifid II, AML, and KYC and other common
reporting standards have been implemented worldwide. While they strengthen the role
of financial institutions as intermediaries, these regulations add significant
operational costs.
Compliance departments have rapidly expanded, together with monitoring
systems having to be upgraded continuously. Increasing costs have not only
affected large-scale brokerages and financial institutions. Online brokers also
bear the same costs related to operational activities, with consequent reductions
in their profitability. With the centralised nature of legacy technological
architecture and database systems, these costs also passed on to the final
customer.
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2.

Solution - The GIC Blockchain
Trading Ecosystem

2.1 Overview
GIC is developing a revolutionary blockchain-based trading ecosystem across forex,
indices, commodities and cryptocurrency. Initially focused on forex futures and
options, the GIC Trading Ecosystem will use the GIC utility coin (GICT) to facilitate
underlying trades and track on the blockchain. GIC is also democratising access to
the market-maker function allowing anyone to act as a broker; revolutionising the
world of trading.

Key Features
Blockchain powered trading - Immutable open ledger guaranteeing security
and transparency of transactions
Low fees and charges - Eliminating layers and focus on P2P
interactions allow for a no swap, no commission, low spread experience
Market-maker access - GIC is offering the game-changing ability for anyone,
trader or broker, to act as market-maker with no setup or ongoing costs

2.2 Benefits
Benefits of GIC.TRADE - Trader Function
The GIC Trading Ecosystem represents an opportunity to build a gamechanging trading experience from the ground-up. This has meant reimagining what a
democratised trading model could look like, eliminating or minimising layers of fees
and charges often associated with trading.
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Zero Swap Charges - Traders with open FX positions are usually liable for
the disparities in interest rates charged on the currencies of the pair. In the GIC
platform, all traders positions will be met directly with market makers directly
via P2P, so swap fees can be eliminated
Zero Commissions - The addition of the GICT coin will allow GIC to
leverage the network effect, building demand for both the coin and trading
platform in a reiterative loop, removing the need to charge commissions
Low Spread - The market-maker function (GIC.MM) plays the role of an
immediate liquidity supplier, reducing spreads and trading slippage. Our P2P
market allows for 0 pip spreads in many instances, a fully efficient market
pricing for trading assets. GIC.TRADE will however continue to use a Bid-Ask
market structure to ensure orderly market price discovery and trade
execution
Trading Security & Transparency - The introduction of blockchain
technology guarantees the security and transparency of transactions,
allowing users to trade with confidence

Benefits of GIC.TRADE - Market Maker Function
The core game-changing feature of GIC.TRADE is the ability to enter as a
market maker via a users’ Market Maker Account (MMA). Market making is a
regulated activity that requires licencing from government bodies and thus at present,
only large financial institutions with large capital bases and extensive operational
capabilities are able to qualify. GIC has democratised access to the market
maker function, allowing any trader or brokerage to provide liquidity for trades with
no setup costs or ongoing fees. This is made possible by GIC shouldering the
regulatory burden via GIC blockchain infrastructure and our partners’ resources.
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2.3 The GIC Trading Ecosystem
The GIC Trading Ecosystem involves a number of component parts, including GICT
at its core:

1. GIC Coin (GICT)
The GIC Coin is at the centre of the GIC Trading Ecosystem, working as a utility
coin to access the trading services offered within GIC.TRADE. Initial usage will
include:
Access: Gain access to the GIC Trading Ecosystem feature set, including
trading competitions and other member features
Trading: Payment in form of margin requirement on forex futures
contracts
Market making: Unlocking GIC.MM access and payment of margin
requirement on respective trades
Trading pair: As a trading pair for IDR and potentially further assets on the
EXCHANGE
In future, GICT will be used as a payment coin throughout new trading products
introduced into the ecosystem and other partner services as necessary.
Capitalising on the network effect, utility of GICT will increase in conjunction with the
demand for the trading services offered in a reiterative loop.
GIC.TRADE Platform, GIC Wallet, Trading
GIC.TRADE is the core futures, indices and commodities trading platform
GIC White Paper
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developed for GICT holders. Initially focused on forex futures markets, users will be
able to place trades settled in GICT (Trader) or take the opposite side and act as a
Market Maker, providing liquidity to the market.
The underlying blockchain technology will allow not only significant cost savings
but also transaction transparency. With GIC.TRADE, every forex, index and
commodity transaction will be backed by GIC’s licensed partnered brokerage
companies. Each and every transaction will also have a unique number that can
be tracked through the Jakarta Futures Exchange.

Users are provided with a GIC Wallet within GIC.TRADE where they may store their
coins prior to trading or market-making. In order to conduct trading activities, the
user is required to transfer GICT to their Trader Account (TA) for their orders to be
accepted and executed. GICT’s remain in the TA as long as the position is open,
after which any net gain is returned to the user.

Key Features
Initial support for forex futures, with options and commodities
to come
Comprehensive suite of trader tools and execution features - market,
pending, stop orders, trailing stop
High-volume and throughput, low latency Copy
trading and other social features
2. GIC.TRADE Market Maker (GIC.MM)
GIC.MM offers users the ability to enter into the market on the opposite side to
Traders, increasing the capital flow throughout the market and to ensure liquidity on
the platform. This ensures that traders can enter and exit positions with ease, even
during periods of significant market volatility. Just as Basel III provisions shore up
the quality of the capital reserves of global financial institutions, GIC.MM also
improves the quality of the capital and, through GICT, democratises the
provision of P2P liquidity.
GIC is opening up access for anyone, whether retail or professional trader,
prospective or existing brokerage firm, to play on the ‘other side of table’. The GIC.MM
offers the following benefits to users:
Diversification of risk across multiple markets and lot sizes Take
advantage of spreads
Maintain a net ‘neutral’ market position, independent of market direction
No cost setup and maintenance
GIC White Paper
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Entering the GIC.MM simply requires the user to deposit GICT into their
respective segregated Market Maker Account (MMA). Once deposited, their MMA
will be able to provide liquidity to the market as trades enter the platform by actively
taking positions using the market makers GICT. Users who wish to exit the GIC.MM
are able to do so at their will and will no longer take trades and provide liquidity to the
market. Upon this, GICT may be withdrawn by the user less a 1% fee.
In order to ensure that there is a fair and diversified distribution of risk amongst the
active MMA’s, when trades come into the system they are automatically split into
fractional lots. These fractional lots are sent to each segregated MMA, where each
market maker takes an individual position against their respective fractional lot.
Trading outcomes for each fractional lot are settled individually by the

segregated MMA accounts, and the market maker is able to elect to no longer take
further trades as well as to close all open positions.
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To fulfil regulatory requirements and ensure sufficient liquidity to withstand adverse
market conditions, minimum capital of $20m equivalent GICT will be contributed
by GIC’s licensed market making partners to guarantee the solvency of all
customers. GIC’s licenced market making partners will be required to provide at
least 20% of the liquidity in market and to step in if there is insufficient MMA’s active
to take trades.
2.4 How it Works
Entering or Exiting the Ecosystem
GICT functions as an access and payment coin throughout the GIC Trading
Ecosystem. In order to participate in both trading and market making on the
GIC.TRADE platform, the user will need to obtain GICT. The primary gateway to
purchase or sell GIC will be via the EXCHANGE, where cash or crypto can be
exchanged for coin s to be used throughout the ecosystem. All trading activities
are actioned via the Metatrader 5 platform.
How does Trading Work
In order to place trades through GIC.TRADE, the user will need to first hold an
adequate number of GICT in their GIC Wallet in order to pay for, and settle trading
contracts:
User tops up their Trader Account (TA) by transferring GICT from their GIC
Wallet User elects to become a Trader and selects to trade a particular
financial instrument
Trader enters the order and the respective number of GICT needed to
open that position are taken and held in escrow
When the trader decides to close that position, the platform calculates the
profit / loss on the trade, and transfers the corresponding amount of GICT’s
back into the traders TA
The trader is able to withdraw to their GIC Wallet or continue trading
How does GIC. MM Work
For the user , the process to act as a market maker is relatively straightforward.
The user must hold an adequate amount of GICT in their GIC wallet:
User tops up their Market Maker Account (MMA) by transferring GICT
from their GIC Wallet
User elects to become a Market Maker and specifies the amount of
liquidity they wish to provide
The market maker’s MMA becomes active, accepting trades that enter the
GIC.TRADE platform
The respective number of GICT needed to take these positions are taken and
held in escrow
When the market maker decides to cease accepting trades, the
corresponding amount of GIC’s on each position are transferred back into
the market makers MMA
GIC White Paper
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The market maker is able to withdraw to their GIC Wallet or re-enter and
provide further liquidity
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3. Business Model
3.1

GIC Ecosystem
The GIC Ecosystem is supported by a number of trusted financial partners and
regulatory bodies.
The GIC.TRADE platform is being supported in collaboration with a number of
leading trading and market making partners. Initial support will come from PT. Trijaya
Pratama Futures (PT Trijaya) as our first major partner and its associated
transactions will be backed by the Indonesian Derivatives Clearing House (KBI).
Market making within GIC.TRADE will be initially supported by PT. Capital
Megah Mandiri (PT CMM) as our foundational partner and transactions will be
recorded and passed onto the Jakarta Futures Exchange. GIC will look to actively
bring on board additional partners to compliment the services provided.
GIC Ecosystem

EXCHANGERS
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Jakarta Futures Exchange (JFX): The JFX exchange is Indonesia’s major
futures exchange. Contract prices are determined electronically

Indonesian Derivatives Clearing House (KBI): The KBI conducts clearing
and guarantees the settlement of transactions for the JFX, in addition to
transactions that occur outside the exchanges made by its members
PT Trijaya Pratama Futures: Trijaya is a futures brokerage that trades
contracts on behalf of clients. It is a member of both the JFX and KBI, with all
transactions recorded and guaranteed by the KBI
PT Capital Megah Mandiri (CMM): CMM is a financial institution that
provides liquidity for PT. Trijaya Pratama Futures. All transactions
conducted by CMM are recorded and reported to the KBI.

3.2

Revenue Model
GIC generates revenue from two distinct streams, Trading and Marketing
Making:
A. Trading
All trades conducted through a traders ‘Trading Account’ on GIC.TRADE will be
charged a single 0.1% per round turn (on close of trade ). For example, for a
$100,000 round turn on GIC.TRADE with 100x leverage, the charge to the trader
will be $1.
This fee will be allocated as follows:
40% - Brokerage partners to cover charges to the JFX
40% - Market maker partners to cover the transaction charges to the KBI 10% GIC as fees for service
10% - Marketing and referral programs
B. Market Making
Users who commit their GICT as liquidity via their ‘Market Maker Account’, will
incur a 1% fee on withdrawal from their MMA to their GIC Wallet. This fee will be
GIC White Paper
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divided as follows:
50% - Coins burnt, thus reducing total supply of GICT overtime
35% - GIC as fees for service
10% - Marketing and referral programs 5% Corporate social responsibility

3.3

Market Opportunity

3.3.1 FOREX Market Size
Indonesia’s forex trading volume in approximately USD $672 billion per year with
growth driven by increasing volatility in the Rupiah. However, the growth in the retail
sphere has been constrained by industry malpractice, high transaction costs
and high costs of doing business (e.g. increased regulation, compliance and
capitalcosts).
The advantages of blockchain technology outlined in this paper will see many
more forex trading companies adopt a similar strategy to GIC. This will drive
broader adoption of blockchain based forex among traders, brokers and market
makers. This, together with a first mover advantage and GIC’s partnership with
established industry players, will see GIC ideally positioned to capture a large
share of the forex market.
3.3.2 Cryptocurrency Market Size
The cryptocurrency market in Indonesia has seen explosive growth both in terms
of cryptocurrency trading volume as well as the number of investors. This is
reflective of a growing population characterised by younger, tech savvy individuals
embracing a decentralised and democratised financial future.
The leading Indonesian cryptocurrency exchange, Indonesia Digital Asset
Exchange (INDODAX) currently has an estimated 1.1 million users, and is likely
to reach 1.5 million members by the end 2018. This growth would see the number of
crypto traders surpassing that of the registered participants in the Indonesia Stock
Exchange, currently estimated at 1.2 million.
Cryptocurrencies as a technology and as a means of trade are however still in its
infancy, with only ~US$7.3 million of daily volume traded, compared to more than
US$250 million on the Jakarta Stock Exchange. This presents
significant potential for businesses set up to capture growth in users and
trading volume as cryptocurrencies enter mainstream adoption.

3.4 Partnerships and Adoption
GIC is supported by a number of key partnerships:
PT Capital Megah Mandiri (CMM)
CMM is a liquidity provider company in Indonesia which was established in
October 2004. The company is authorized to deal, trade and market various
GIC White Paper
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financial products such as commodities, foreign exchange, indices and other
financial derivatives. As a liquidity provider, CMM employs highly motivated and
experience professionals to enhance trading flexibility and efficient execution.
Trijaya Pratama Futures
One of Indonesia’s leading brokerage firms. Established in 2004, Trijaya Pratama
Futures has over 13 years of experience in providing brokerage expertise for
forex, commodities, and equity index traders.
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4.

Road Map

2019

Q1 2019
Coin private sale begins (January to March
2019)
Beta trading platform launched
Beta trading competition
Q2 2019
Live trading platform launch
Live trading competition
Q3 2019
Options added to trading platform
South-East Asia expansion
Copy trade functionality
White-label platform enabled

2020

Q4 2020
Social trading functionality
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5.People
5.1

Leadership Team

GIC is led by a team of seasoned professionals with over 50 years of combined
financial, trading and technology experience.
Mochtar Auning
Founder
Mochtar has over 13 years experience in both online and
offline sales, marketing and strategic planning. He
graduated with a BSc in Information Systems, Arizona
State University.
Peter Tandean
Co-Founder, CEO
Peter has 7 years experience in financial trading and
economic analysis. He graduated with a Bachelor
degree in Tourism Hospitality Management from Taylors
College.
Darwin Djoko
CFO
Darwin is currently a Director at one of the largest market
maker companies in Indonesia with over 18 years of
experience in the finance industry. He holds an MBA
from Drake University.
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5.2 Advisers
GIC is advised by industry experts who will help drive the project to success.
Stephanus Paulus Lumintang
President Director, Jakarta Futures Exchange
Stephanus Paulus Lumintang has been the
President Director
of the Jakarta Futures
Exchange since June 2015.
Paulus worked at JFX as Head of Audit and
Surveillance Division from 2008 to 2010. In 2011 to
mid 2015, he served as Head of Finance and
Accounting Division of JFX. He holds a Bachelor
of Economics from Universitas Klabat Manado, as
well as an MBA from the Philippines School of
Business Administration.
Suwandy Cheng
Founder, Elliott Wave Indonesia Community
Suwandy is the founder of the Elliott Wave
Indonesia Community, focused on trader
education.
He has more than 18 years of experience in trading
stocks, forex, commodities and indices.
He often conducts technical analysis training
sessions especially with regard to the Elliott Wave,
educating the trading community throughout
Jakarta.
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6. Coin Sale
6.1 Coin Sale Fact Sheet
6.1.1 Overview
Coin Type

Utility Coin (Fork BTC )

Ticker

GICT

Address Prefixes

G

Algorithm

Scrypt

Type

Proof of stake (POS)

Block Time

60 Seconds

Block Size

4 MB

Block PerDay

+/- 1440 Blocks

Difficulty Retargeting

Every Block

Transactions per
second

173 TPS (current theoretical maximum)

Quantity per
transaction

100Kb ( 677 Txs )

Max Coin Supply

99,272,330 GICT

Coin Name

GICTrade Coin

Coin Symbol

GICT

Coin Supply

Not predefined
At close of raise, the total coin supply = theamount
of coins sold / percentage allocated to ICO sale

Coins for Sale

30%

Coin Price @
Launching

1 GICT = USD$1 (IDR:USD rate set monthly)

Accepted
Currencies

USDT, IDR
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6.1.2 Coin Distribution
No vesting. All early buyers will receive their Coins (including bonus) unlocked in their
GIC trade account when the platform launches and will be tradeable from day 1.
Withdrawal limit
Private sale Coins are restricted from being ‘withdrawn’ to the GIC Exchange until
the buyer has unlocked sufficient withdrawal limit.
Users who trade are able to withdraw base Coins equal to 100% of the amount
of their total trading margin and 1,000% for bonus Coins. Users who do not want to
trade are able to withdraw their Coins monthly over 12 months, released on the final
day of each month

6.2 Coin Allocations

ICO Contributors: GICT utility Coins (access and payment) that are
available for purchase as part of the GIC Coin sale
Liquidity: Coins used to provide additional liquidity into the GIC Trading
Ecosystem
Marketing: Used to incentivise traders, market makers and entities to join
and use the GIC platform (e.g. marketing campaigns, referrals) Treasury:
Used to fund core operational expenditure (e.g. market making,
bounties) and act as an operational reserve of last resort Founders: Coins
allocated to incentivise management and align long term interests. Coins will
be locked for 12 months and vested pro-rata over 3 years
Advisors: Used to incentivise formal project advisers that provide
functional and industry expertise vital to GIC’s success
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6.3 Use of Funds

GIC.MM Liquidity: Funds sufficient reserve liquidity to enable the smooth
operation of theGIC.MM
Sales and Marketing: Fund rapid scale and adoption of the GIC Platform
through targeted sales and marketing campaigns
International Expansion: After cementing a strong position in Indonesia, GIC
plans to expand into attractive South East Asian markets
Tech Development: Fund ongoing development and refinement of the
GIC.Trade platform, including widening the scope of the GIC Trading
Ecosystem to new applications and services
Operations: Fund day-to-day operations of the GIC business including
consultants, legal and compliance costs
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7.

Risk Factors
Regulatory Risks.
The regulation of Coins such as the Coins issued by Global Investa Capital
Pte. Ltd. (the “Coins”) is still in a very nascent stage of development in Singapore.
A high degree of uncertainty as to how Coins and Coin-related activities are to be
treated exists. The applicable legal and regulatory framework may change
subsequent to the date of issuance of this White Paper. Such change may be very
rapid and it is not possible to anticipate with any degree of certainty the nature of
such regulatory evolution. Global Investa Capital Pte. Ltd does not in any way
represent that the regulatory status of the Coins will remain unaffected by any
regulatory changes that arise at any point in time before, during, and after this
offering.
No Regulatory Supervision.
None of Global Investa Capital Pte. Ltd. or its affiliates is currently regulated or
subject to the supervision of any regulatory body in Singapore. In particular, Global
Investa Capital Pte. Ltd. and its affiliates are not registered with MAS in Singapore as
any type of regulated financial institution or financial advisor and are not subject to
the standards imposed upon such persons under the Securities and Futures Act,
Financial Advisors Act, and other related regulatory instruments. Such persons are
required to comply with a variety of requirements and standards concerning
disclosures, reporting, compliance, and conduct of their operations for
purposes or maximising investor protections. Since Global Investa Capital Pte. Ltd.
is not subject to such requirements or standards, it will make decisions on those
issues at its own discretion. While Global Investa Capital Pte. Ltd will have
regard to best practices on these issues, holders of Coins will not necessarily enjoy the
same extent and degree of investor protections as would be the case should they
purchase products or services from regulated entities instead.

Regulation From Jurisdictions Other Than Singapore.
The regulatory risks described herein take into consideration Singapore law only.
It is anticipated that Coins will be sold or resold outside Singapore, which could
subject Global Investa Capital Pte. Ltd. or your Coins to non-Singapore legal
requirements. These legal requirements may be significant. Non-Singapore
regulation could involve the same types of changes and outcomes described above
with respect to Singapore regulation, and may negatively affect the value of Coins or
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cause Global Investa Capital Pte. Ltd. to cease operations.
No Fiduciary Duties Owed.
As Global Investa Capital Pte. Ltd. is not a regulated financial institution, it does not
owe investors in Coins any fiduciary duties. This means that Global Investa Capital
Pte. Ltd. has no legal obligation to always act in good faith in the best interests of
holders of Coins. While Global Investa Capital Pte. Ltd. will have regard to the
interests of holders of Coins, it is also permitted to consider the interests of other key
stakeholders and to prefer these interests over the interests of Coins holders. This may
mean that Global Investa Capital Pte. Ltd. is permitted to make decisions that
conflict with, or are not necessarily in, the interests of Coins holders. Not owing any
fiduciary duties to holders of Coins also means that holders of Coins may have
limited rights of recourse against Global Investa Capital Pte. Ltd. and its affiliates in
the event of disputes.
Tax Risks.
The tax characterization of Coins is unclear. Accordingly, the tax treatment to which
they will be subject is uncertain. All persons who wish to purchase Coins should seek
independent tax advice prior to deciding whether to purchase any Coins. Global
Investa Capital Pte. Ltd. does not make any representation as to whether any tax
consequences may arise from purchasing or holding Coins.
Risks From Third Parties.
Mining disruptions, and who has access to the private key of any wallet where
Coins are stored. Global Investa Capital Pte. Ltd. does not represent or
otherwise assure that it can prevent such external factors from having any direct or
indirect adverse impact on any of Coins. Persons intending to purchase Coins
should note that adverse events caused by such external factors may results in the
loss of some or all Coins purchased. Such loss may be irreversible. Global Investa
Capital Pte. Ltd. is not responsible for taking steps to retrieve Coins lost in this
manner.
Risks Of Purchasing Coins.
Global Investa Capital Pte. Ltd. cannot and does not guarantee or otherwise
assure that there are no risks in relation to your purchase of Coins. The purchase of
Coins may, depending on the manner in which the relevant purchase is effected,
involve third parties or external platforms (e.g., wallets). The involvement of such
parties or platforms may introduce risks that would not otherwise be present, such
as misconduct or fraud by the third party, or your failure to receive Coins upon duly
making payment because of a third-party wallet’s incompatibility with Coins. Global
Investa Capital Pte. Ltd. is not responsible for any risks arising due to the
involvement of third parties, including the risk of not receiving (or subsequently losing)
any or all Coins you attempt to (or successfully) purchase.
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Vulnerability To Cyberattacks.
The Platform and Services provided by Global Investa Capital Pte. Ltd. are
available for use in part by leveraging on distributed computing and storage
resources available through wide area network connections (the “Cloud”). As a
result, the Services are susceptible to a number of risks related to Cloud-based
computing and data storage. While Global Investa Capital Pte. Ltd. does not have
access to the encrypted contents of the data stored through the Services, the
Services may involve the storage of large amounts of sensitive and/or proprietary
information, which may be compromised in the event of a cyberattack or other
malicious activity. Similarly, the Services may be interrupted and files may become
temporarily unavailable in the event of such an attack or malicious activity.
Because users can use a variety of hardware and software that may interface with
the Platform, there is the risk that the Services may become unavailable or
interrupted based on a failure of interoperability or an inability to integrate these
third-party systems and device s that Global Investa Capital Pte. Ltd. does not
control with Global Investa Capital Pte. Ltd.’s Services. The risk that the Services
may face increasing interruptions and the Platform may face additional security
vulnerabilities could adversely affect the Platform and, therefore, the future value
and utility of your Coins.

Disruption In Operations.
Technical difficulties may affect Global Investa Capital Pte. Ltd. or its affiliates.
Such disruptions may prevent your access to or use of Coins or the Platform. While
Global Investa Capital Pte. Ltd. will take all reasonable steps to prevent or mitigate the
impact of such disruptions on its provision of services and its operations in general,
there can be no guarantee that all such disruptions may be successfully
prevented.
No guarantee of value of Coins.
There is no guarantee that your Coins will hold their value or increase in value.
You may lose the entire, or part of the, amount of any payment you made for Coins. If
you are financing your purchase of Coins and the value of your Coins decreases, you
may be unable to repay the loan used to purchase your Coins. Crypto assets such
as your Coins are a new and relatively untested product. There is considerable
uncertainty about their long-term viability, which could be affected by a variety of
factors, including market-based factors such as economic growth. In addition, the
success of your Coins and other types of crypto assets will depend on whether
blockchain and other new technologies related to your Coins turn out to be
economically viable. Global Investa Capital Pte. Ltd. does not control any of these
factors, and therefore may not be able to control the long-term success of your Coins
as a feature of the Platform, or the ability of your Coins to maintain their value.
Global Investa Capital Pte. Ltd. provides no guarantee that the amount of your Coins
you purchase will retain their value. You may lose all or some of that value. Global
Investa Capital Pte. Ltd. does not plan to maintain any type of bond or trust account
designed to protect holders of your Coins. Even if Global Investa Capital Pte. Ltd.
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did so, you should be aware that any bond or trust account maintained by Global
Investa Capital Pte. Ltd. for the benefit of its customers may not be sufficient to
cover all losses incurred by holders of Coins.
Volatility Of Coins.
The volatility and unpredictability of the price of crypto assets (including Coins)
relative to other virtual and fiat currencies may result in significant loss over a
short period of time. Although Coins cannot be purchased with fiat currency, the value
of the cryptocurrencies that may be used to purchase Coins can be. As a result, the
value of Coins may in part be affected by or derived from the continued willingness of
market participants to exchange fiat currency for cryptocurrencies. Changes in
such currencies relative to each other as well as to fiat currencies may accordingly
affect the price and, in turn, the value of Coins.
Level Of Demand For Coins Not Assured Or Constant.
It is possible that there will be minimal to no demand for your Coins. In such an
event, the short- term and long-term viability of your Coins and the Platform will be in
doubt, and Global Investa Capital Pte. Ltd. may terminate your Coins and cease all
operations. Moreover, the crypto asset market is a new and untested market, the
characteristics and behavior of which, in the context of domestic and global
markets, is not fully understood. The level of demand for Coins cannot be accurately
predicted or projected.
Use And Continued Acceptance Of Coins.
Although Coins may be accepted as payment at any point in time, there is no
assurance that Coins will still be accepted as payment (or as a medium of exchange)
at any subsequent point in time.
Risks In Holding Coins.
If you store your Coins in a hot wallet or certain types of cold wallets, your Coins
balance will be associated with the public key address of your wallet and, in turn,
your private key address. You are responsible for knowing your private key
address and keeping it a secret. Because a private key, or a combination of private
keys, is necessary to control and dispose of Coins stored in your digital wallet or vault,
the loss of one or more of your private keys associated with your digital wallet or
vault storing Coins will result in the loss of your Coins. Moreover, any third party that
gains access to one or more of your private keys, including by gaining access to login
credentials of a hosted wallet service you use, may be able to misappropriate your
Coins. Global Investa Capital Pte. Ltd. and its affiliates will never ask you for your
private key address, and you should never share this information with someone you
do not know and trust.
Reversal Of Transactions.
Transactions of Coins may be irreversible. This includes transactions made
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fraudulently, erroneously, or accidentally. Coins involved in such irreversible
transactions may not be recoverable. Global Investa Capital Pte. Ltd. does not
anticipate that it will redeem Coins from holders of Coins for any reason.
Coin Supply.
The supply of Coins may decrease for various reasons, including reasons outlined
in this section on risk factors. In addition, if a wallet is lost, Coins stored therein may
not reenter the Coin supply. Alternatively, Global Investa Capital Pte. Ltd. may burn
any number of Coins. Burning Coins will destroy the Coins and reduce the
overall Coins supply. The supply of Coins may increase should Global Investa
Capital Pte. Ltd. decide, after having issued and distributed the maximum number
of Coins in its initial Coin offering, to have one or more Coin generation events.
Subsequent Sale And Exchange.
Coins may be sold on exchanges or directly between parties after the close of the
initial Coin offering for fiat or other cryptocurrencies. However, there is no guarantee
that such a secondary market will develop or that mechanisms for such secondary
trading will develop or be available at any given time. Global Investa Capital Pte.
Ltd. is not involved in operating these exchanges and is not responsible for
encouraging them or any other person to transact in Coins. It should additionally
be noted that cryptocurrency exchanges may be newly established and subject
to little or no regulatory supervision and, as a consequence, more vulnerable to
attacks, fraud, or manipulation. Fluctuations in the value ascribed to Coins on any
cryptocurrency exchange may affect the value of Coins on other cryptocurrency
exchanges. Regulatory restrictions may apply on the resale of Coins, whether under
Singapore law or the law of any other jurisdiction.
No Assured Use Of Coins On Platforms Other Than The Platform.
Coins are designed for use on the Platform. Although third parties may also build
systems that also allow the use of Coins, Global Investa Capital Pte. Ltd. does not
anticipate any involvement in those uses of Coins and has no responsibility for them.
There is no guarantee that any third parties will develop alternative uses of your
Coins.

No Participation In Operations.
Holding Coins does not confer any right to vote on, be consulted about, or have a
say in (i) any aspect of Global Investa Capital Pte. Ltd. ’s management or (ii) how the
Platform is administered, developed, or governed. As a result, Coins holders will not
have control over the Platform or Coins and may not prevent or prohibit Global
Investa Capital Pte. Ltd. from making decisions that may adversely affect the
Platform or Coins.
Cessation of Operations.
There is no guarantee that Global Investa Capital Pte. Ltd. or any of its affiliates
will continue as viable companies. The utility and value of Coins depend on Global
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Investa Capital Pte. Ltd. ’s success and support of the Platform. If Global Investa
Capital Pte. Ltd. ceases operations and goes out of business, you may lose 100%
of the value of your Coins.
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